ProSCAN+
Cloud-based IT Security and Compliance
Monitoring, Logging, and Scanning
in One Easy-to-Use Solution

Discover your web application and network
vulnerabilities before they do.

ProSCAN+
Cloud-Based Security and Compliance
ProSCAN+ Overview
ProSCAN+ is an easy-to-use, cloud-based service that provides organizations with the most advanced technology to
monitor and scan their critical assets without adding headcount or costly software and hardware systems. ProSCAN+
combines Proficio’s ProSOC services for Security Information
Event Management (SIEM) and Log Retention with Qualys's
integrated suite of Vulnerability Management, Web Application Scanning, PCI and Policy Compliance.

Benefits
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Powerful SIEM and Log Management

ProSCAN+ uses an advanced Security Information and
Event Management (SIEM) and Log Management platform
with the most advanced correlation engine in the industry. We analyze multiple log and event sources using crossdevice and functional correlation to proactively find the
real threats in a sea of noise. Our powerful SIEM platform
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instant notification of priority security alerts that leads
to fast and effective remediation. Other SOC services are
often dependent on partial cross-correlation and tedious
manual analysis techniques that are just too slow and inaccurate to count on for protection against modern hackers.

ProSCAN Powered by QualysGuard

Proficio has integrated its ProSOC service
for real-time security event monitoring
with Qualys’ QualysGuard Cloud Platform,
including Vulnerability Management,
Web Application Scanning, Malware
Detection, PCI and Policy Compliance, to
deliver a unified, comprehensive solution that helps customers proactively and continuously protect their data and
IT assets against security threats.

Making PCI Compliance Easy

ProSCAN PCI Compliance enables merchants and Member
Service Providers to promptly complete a PCI ASV Scan.
ProSCAN PCI Compliance includes a self-assessment questionnaire and enables users to conduct network and web
application security scans to efficiently identify and eliminate security vulnerabilities. The “auto submission” feature
completes the compliance process, allowing users to submit compliance status to one or multiple acquiring banks.
The ProSCAN+ service also meets the PCI requirement to
retain full logs for 12 months and review event logs daily.

ProSCAN+ Competitive Comparison
ProSCAN+

Conventional Approach

Cloud-Based Deployment

On-Site

OPEX Fee Model

CAPEX

Zero Systems Administration

Complex

Automated Scanning

Manual

Prioritized Real-Time Alerts

High level of False Positives

Advanced Correlation Analysis

Static Correlation

Web Application Scanning

External Vendor

1-Year Full Log Retention

High Additional Cost

PCI ASV Scan

High Additional Cost

Equivalent Monthly Cost

$1595

$4000 +

Industry Leading Vulnerability Scanning

ProSCAN+ includes a fully automated vulnerability scanning service that accurately scans your entire network for vulnerabilities. Powered by Qualys’ industry
leading technology and vulnerability knowledge base, ProSCAN delivers continuous protection against the latest worms and security threats without the cost
and deployment issues associated with conventional software. ProSCAN also
provides comprehensive reports on vulnerabilities including severity levels, time
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Web Application Scanning

ProSCAN Web Application Scanning is an easy-to-use, very accurate and highly
automated solution that crawls websites and web applications, performs assessments, and provides reports. ProSCAN+ Web Application Scanning includes:
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Meet Multiple Regulatory and Corporate Initiatives
ProSCAN Policy Compliance allows users to create user-defined policies using
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frameworks and regulations. The library includes:
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Prevalance of Vulnerabilities on Tested Websites (% )

Easy-to-Use Portal

ProSCAN+ includes a secure web-based
portal that provides customers a real time
summary of the state of their security.
Graphical dashboards are fully customizable and users can drill down to see the
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1 Year Event Log Retention

ProSCAN+ retains full event logs for one
year in our online cloud-based infrastructure. We also retain security events of inUFSFTUGPSZFBST&WFOUMPHTBSFTUPSFEJO
an easy-to-understand normalized format
and are available at the click of a mouse.

Experts at Work for You

Proficio has assembled a team of security,
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and correlation rules to identify the most
relevant critical security alerts. Proficio offers our ProSOC customers YBDDFTTUP
certified security analysts.
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"We are under pressure to address increasing security threats and mounting
compliance requirements without making CAPEX expenditures or hiring additional IT security experts. ProSCAN+
is the most cost effective way to meet
our monitoring, logging, and scanning requirements all in one simple cloud-based
service."
Director of IT Security
Mid-Sized services company

ProSCAN
Cloud-Based Security and Compliance

About Proficio
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monitoring of networks, servers, circuits, and applications helping to ensure continuous uptime. Proficio
offers comprehensive security assessment services including penetration testing and vulnerability analysis.
Proficio’s customers benefit from receiving highly cost effective solutions, which ensure the security, health,
and performance of their networks and applications.
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While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information presented in this publication, Proficio Inc. does not warrant or assume any liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information or processes disclosed in its publications or those of its partners. All information subject to change
without notice. ProNOC is a trademark of Proficio Inc. Other product and company names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

